“MOTIVATION is what gets you started.
HABIT is what keeps you going”
Quote: Jim Rohn

We know that children acquire skills and knowledge by doing, practicing and learning from experience.

OUR KITS Each kit is a money management and

I have a dollar. Teach me. Show me. Watch me.

organizational tool. The manuals provide an easy to
follow, step-by-step process that encourages good
money management habits.

TEACH THEM four quarter$ kits support children of
all ages and learning styles. By following the
strategies and techniques outlined in our "How to"
books, children will learn the habits of good
money management and effective organizational
skills. The instructions are easy to follow. The
action steps are easy to take.

four quarter$ kids has been specifically designed to
promote and teach effective money management skills
to children grades 1 to 4. When they use this kit they
will learn about themselves, how to make good choices
about spending and giving, how to look after their
money and how to save. The kids kit is easy to follow
and fun to use.

All our kits are based on the idea that ...
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All our kits are now available.
To purchase, or to learn more, please visit our website.
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four quarter$ teens is for children grades 5
to 9. It builds on the same learning
strategies as the kids kit encouraging
teens to become increasingly aware of
how to set and attain goals around
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managing their money. They continue
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away to gain confidence and
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By
l literacy o put in place an organizational system for
following the steps in the kit your children will
important papers and documents.
achieve financial well being and you will gain peace of
mind when you see this happening.
four quarter$ young adults is aimed at older teens
(grades 10 to 12) who are beginning to make the
transition from high school to independence. It is
“Motivation is what gets you started.
designed to teach and promote financial literacy,
Habit is what keeps you going”
effective money and document management skills
(Quote: Jim Rohn)
and support career development. As they move onto
the next phase of their lives he kit will continue to
When you give our kits to your children you provide the
provide an invaluable road map to achieving their
motivation to get them started on the road to learning
goals and realizing their dreams.
how to managing their money. The habits that are
acquired from sticking with it will move them towards
financial independence giving them the ability to live
the lives they really want. Taking charge of your money
brings empowerment.
SHOW THEM The colourful diagrams,
graphs and charts provide clear visuals
and a "hands-on" approach to learning
as they track their money choices.

